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Abstract
In this internship, we aim to develop an imagedescribing method to help
visuallyimpaired people understand images better and more efficiently, so that
visuallyimpaired people can use the tool to “see” images in daily life. Our tentative
mechanism takes in Google OCR outputs, object annotations, and visual attention
predictions as raw sources of information about an image, and integrates them into
humanreadable image description that makes visual content in images (context, texts,
objects, etc.) accessible to the visually impaired.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Imagine a scenario: a visually impaired person using social media receives a
status update containing a photo but he or she cannot see the image. If we can
describe the image, and read the text to them. They may be able to interpret the image
just like other people do. And also, wearable technologies are becoming more and more
popular, if visually impaired people is wearing a pair of hightech glasses, the glasses
can capture the scenes around, detect the text, and then describe everything to them.
So this technology may largely help visually impaired people.

1.2 Scope of Discussion
In this internship, we focused on exploring methods for utilizing the output of
computer vision/machine learning algorithms to make visual content in images (context,
text, objects, etc.) accessible to the visually impaired. Development of CV/ML
algorithms are outside the scope of this internship; we assume that the output of the
OCR methods, object annotations, and visual attention predictions are provided by
external sources (Google OCR, COCO dataset, Salicon etc.). Once human beings
make breakthrough in CV/ML areas, the mechanism can come into everyday play

immediately.

1.3 
Related Works

Microsoft COCO is “a new largescale dataset that addresses three core
research problems in scene understanding: detecting noniconic views (or
noncanonical perspectives) of objects, contextual reasoning between objects and the
precise 2D localization of objects”[1]. We use it as our default image set because it has
more than 300,000 images with various visual contents like what we would see every
day, and it satisfies all the assumptions above: it provides groundtruth object
annotations and image captions on each image; Google OCR algorithm and Salicon’s
visual attention predicting algorithm has been run on this dataset, and their outputs are
available. All the development and experiments are conducted on this dataset. The
dataset is available at
http://mscoco.org/dataset/
Optical character recognition (OCR) is the 
mechanical or 
electronic conversion of
images of typed, handwritten or printed text into machineencoded text[2]. Text spotting
in natural images is usually divided into two tasks: text detection, and word
recognition[3]. 
There have been several studies on it. 
Neumann and Matas in 2012
developed an 
endtoend realtime text localization and recognition method by 
first
identifying Extremal Regions, grouping them into words and then selecting most
probably character segmentation[4]. Jaderberg et al. in 2014 
developed a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) classifier that can be used for both tasks 
text region detection as
well as character classification[3]
.
Saliency in Context (Salicon) is an ongoing effort that aims at understanding and
predicting visual attention[5]. It provides saliency heat map for around 10000 Microsoft
COCO dataset images, indicating where people’s visual focus are. It provides a demo of
its algorithm at 
http://salicon.net/demo/ where users can upload any image and see the
corresponding heat map.

Original Image

Saliency Heat Map by Salicon

Crowdsourced screenreaders such as VizWiz is an available approach for the
visual issues. VizWiz is “a project aimed at enabling blind people to recruit remote
sighted workers to help them with visual problems in nearly realtime”[6]. It then can
crowdsource image descriptions that provides the most natural way of describing and
covers all details in an image that current limited computer vision techniques can’t, but
there are limitations, too. “Current automatic services often fail, but they tend to do so
much more quickly so that users can try again quickly.”[6] The crowdsourced
screenreader is not scalable in terms of cost and community that need to be formed.
As we expect huge progress in CV/ML areas will finally be made in the near future,
automatic services will be the ultimate solution to image reading for the visually
impaired.

2.Mechanism
The mechanism we designed first collects every bit of information about an
image from results of existing image processing techniques, including OCR methods,
visual attention prediction and object annotation. It then filters out the pieces of
information most important to users, and rephrases into paragraphs of readable
descriptions.

2.1 Context Description
Each image in MS COCO dataset has a one sentence image captioning. As all
the captioning are currently done by human, and thus some are good and some are
bad, we want an objective way to provide user information about the scene of an image
in addition to the captioning. Based on the objects recognized in an image, we want to
generate a shortphrase context label to each image.
There are two attempts:
1) We predefine fifteen scene labels, including “street”, “near water”, “park, grass,
yard, garden”, “playground”, “sports court”, “on snow”, “zoo or wild”, “kitchen”,
“dining room, restaurant or bar”, “restroom or bathroom”, “living room”, “study
room”, “bedroom”, “airport” and “bus or train station” based on sampling of
images. There are around one hundred categories of objects recognized in MS
COCO dataset. We manually assign a score to each objectscene pair, which
evaluates how relevant an object is to the scene. Then an image is labelled with
the scene phrase that has the highest sum of scores (see Appendix B).
2) We construct feature vector for each image with each entry as the number of
objects in the corresponding category of object in the image. Then images are
clustered by KMeans Clustering. Based on sampling of cluster, we label images
in each cluster a scene phrase.

In the first method, the initial objectscene scores are based on our daily
experience. After we do a few rounds of adjustments of objectscene scores, the
accuracy is greatly improved and it can correctly estimate the classification of most of
the images. The followings are typical successful examples:

We changed to the second method later in order to make the context labeling
automatically generated. The accuracy of the second method is not as good as we
expected after we tried 10 to 30 clusters. In this internship, we don’t have enough time
to train the clustering so the adjustment of feature vectors and way of clustering is left to
be done later.

2.2 Text Description
From the text recognition results, we can get detected texts, confidence and
position of the texts (text boxes) in an image.

2.2.1 Text Linking
The OCR usually recognizes texts connected in one line as an entity, but not
sentences that are broken into two lines or texts that are in one line of sentence but
have wide space in between. We want to connect texts together in the latter two cases
to avoid breaking meaning of a sentence. The three requirements for connecting text
boxes are:
1) The x coordinate of the top left corner of a text box is between the top left corner
of the other text box and that corner plus 3/2 width of the other textbox.
2) The y coordinate of the top left corner of a text box is between the top left corner
of the other text box and that corner plus 3/2 height of the other textbox.
3) The difference between the confidence value of these two textboxes is less than
0.05.
An example textbox position that may be connected is shown in the image below.

In this image, we successfully connect “ROCKEFELLER” and “PLAZA”, so they
have a complete meaning. Text linking is especially useful when we shuffle texts into
different orders which may break the internal connections of texts.

2.2.2 Text Ranking
One possible factor of effectiveness of image description we considered is the
order of narration, or specifically the order of narration of texts here. On one side,
there’s always a tradeoff between completeness and efficiency, so that users weigh
more information they are interested in. On the other side, texts in an image usually
provide hints for understanding each other.

We want to find out whether the order of presenting texts influences user’s
understanding of image, and if so, which is the best order.
The followings are lists of orders that we think of to read the text.
1) Top to bottom
2) Left to right
3) Rank by saliency
This order presents texts that catch most visual attention first. It simulates
the information collecting behavior of an nonvisually impaired person on seeing
an image. From the visual attention prediction provided by Salicon, we can get a
saliency heat map for each image. The degree of brightness at each pixel
indicates how much human eyes would focus on it. Our method calculates
average saliency intensity of each text box that circles a text, and ranks texts
according to the average saliency intensity from highest to lowest.
4) Rank by confidence
As a text with higher confidence has higher accuracy, this order presents
texts that contain least errors and thus most understandable first. The earlier
presented texts can then be used to help understand later more confusing texts.
We have conducted several experiments to compare the effectiveness of each
order of texts. It will be discussed in more details in Testing section.

2.3 Relative Position Description
The object annotations and text recognition results cover major visual contents of
an image. However, simply describing each object and each text in the image isn’t the
most effective because it’s hard to find relations between items shown up in the image.
Therefore, we want to provide relative position description. Here, we focus on the
relative positions between texts and objects as it provides further implication of the use
of the texts in the context.
For each text, we first find objects that overlap with the position of the text box.
Then starting from the object in the toppest layer, we add “completely over <object>” to
the relative position description if the text box is completely contained in the polygon of
an object and “partially over <object>” if not, until we meet the first ”completely over”. A
single “completely over <object>” relation in the relative position description highly
implies that the text is attached to the corresponding object. On the other hand,
“partially over <object>” relations in the relative position description highly implies that
there are nonrecognized objects in the image.
Sometimes, the text boxes are not tightly drawn around texts, which may mislead
relative position description. To avoid this, we shrink each edge of a text box by
twofifths when computing overlaps. As seen in the image, the original text box (red

part) is not fully contained in the cake object, but the text is attached to the cake.

Initially, we formatted the information as “<Text> is completely/partially over
<Object>” when presenting relative position to users. After several participants
commented that the format is hard to understand, we change to format “Over <Object>,
there is text: <Text>” which receives more positive feedback.
The attachto relation between text and object can provide a lot of implications on
the functionality of the text and the details of the object. The object annotations
categorize all kinds of objects into a fixed number of categories, which makes a drink
bottle no different from a sauce bottle. However, after we involve in texts, as shown in
the following left image, we get to know the bottle object (left masked object) has text
“Maple Syrup” attached to it and thus it should be a maple syrup bottle. Another typical
case is texts attached to a book object (shown in the right image). This helps us to know
the content of the book and its author etc.
Our method currently isn’t able to explicitly state these implications, but the
description would be much more informative and organized if these implications are
included, as a general feedback from the participants of testing. The automatic
acquirement of implications is what can be done in future research.

3. Testing
We tried three different test designs in order to evaluate effectiveness of different
kinds of tentative methods of description.

3.1 Drawing out the image
The first test we carried out is on 
test.strawlight.com
.

3.1.1 Procedure

First the participant will see a web page like this:

Then the participant can click on “Read image description” and “Read text
description” to listen to the descriptions. The image description is randomly chosen from
the image caption provided by COCO dataset. The text description is randomly chosen
from 8 methods listed below.
topdown
topdown with text connected
left to right
left to right with text connected
rank by saliency
rank by saliency with text connected
rank by confidence
rank by confidence with text connected
The participant will draw what he/she imagines, and upload to the website. After
choosing the file, the participant will see a thumbnail of the image to upload:

After uploading the image, the participant will see the original image, and he/she
can fill up a survey about how surprised they are when they see the original image.

When we put the images together, we can clearly see what’s wrong with the
description. For example here, the description only talks about the main object sofa.
And also, even though the text appears to be over sofa, it’s actually not on the sofa, but

our algorithm cannot tell the difference, which is misleading for participants.
We also have a site at 
test.strawlight.com/display.php to display all the tested
images. On this site, we can see the images that participants submitted, the COCO
image id, number of tests that are done on this image and the test date.

3.1.2 Pros and Cons
Drawing out the image is a direct way to test. We can see the details how the
participant interpret the descriptions. The bad thing is that the testing method is too
complicated for most people. It’s hard to draw out a picture and upload to the website.

3.2 Test with Strawman
The test is designed to evaluate users’ satisfaction with the image description
mechanism we developed, by comparing user rating of our method with strawman
method,

3.2.1 Strawman method
The baseline our method compares to is designed to contain basic information
about an image. It first reads out 
groundtruth image caption provided by Microsoft
COCO dataset and then directly read out texts in the image topdown. We choose
topdown order as it’s a natural way to read texts.

3.2.2 Procedure
Introduction Script:
”Our project works to develop a mechanism of describing images to help

visuallyimpaired people better understand images, so that visuallyimpaired people can
use the tool to “see” images in daily life without interaction with human.
The test is designed to evaluate the effectiveness of the machine generated
descriptions in comparison to human descriptions. In each test, we will first let you hear
a paragraph of machinegenerated description of image, and then human description of
the same image. We will then answer your questions about the image. Then you need
to rate the first description in comparison to all the information you get from human
description+Q&A on a scale of 1 to 10. After we will show you the original image, you
need to again rate both descriptions on a scale of 1 to 10.”
We use online texttospeech to read the descriptions. We let the participant first
listen to a description that is either Strawman or our method. Then, the participant will
listen to the human description. Assuming that the human description is correct, he/she
will give a rating (scaled from 1 to 10) to the first description. He/she can continue to ask
us questions in order to get more details about the image. Then, we will show he/she
the original image, and the participant will say how different the original image is from
what he/she thought. In the end, the participant will give a final rating for both the
random method and the human description.
The first rating assumes human description is perfect, and reflects a method’s
degree of loss of information that users care about. The second rating reflects the
correctness of human description, which can be used as a reference for us to adjust
way of describing.

3.2.3 Rating calculation
Since each participant may have different principles when rating, so for each participant,
we calculate his/her average rating. For each image, we multiply the final rating of the
tested method and the rating of human description. And then calculate by what
percentage this value is above or below the participant’s average.

3.2.4 Test Example
COCO_train2014_000000024712

Strawman method:
Two guys with tennis rackets pose on a court.
The following texts are in the image.
INTERNATIONAL
TOURNAMENT
SKIBINI
MAN AND WOMAN
04/07/2012 08:03 PM
Our method:
This is a scene on sports court. Two guys with tennis rackets pose on a court.
Over person, there is text: “International tournament SKIBINI”. There is text “04/07/2012
08:03 PM”. Over person, there is text: “MAN AND WOMAN”.
Human description example:
This is a photo of two men standing by each other in a tennis court in front a tennis net
taken at 08:03PM 04/07/2012. The left man is wearing a green Tshirt with words: International
Tournament Tennis Skibini Lipica Man and Woman and holding a white and black tennis racket.
The right man is wearing a white shirt and holding a blue racket.
Example participant response:
tested method: our method
User rating: 9

The first method does not tell her that the texts are printed on the clothes.
The participant was surprised by the image because she thought the two guys are standing on
each side of the tennis court, maybe playing tennis.
Rating for human description:7
Rating for our method: 6

3.3 Additional testing idea
After developing the website where participants can upload images that they
drew, we tried to develop an easier way for testing. We group images that are the same
scenes and have similar objects. We choose 9 similar images and let the participant
choose one that they think the description is describing. These 9 images will have their
texts blurred like shown in the image below.

After the participant chooses one image, the participant will enter the texts they
heard into input boxes, and choose the position that they think the textbox would be. We
can check both if the text they heard is correct and if the position is correct.

This tests respectively the effectiveness of image captioning, text ranking, and
textobject relative position description and the negative effect of machine voice.

4. Conclusion
1)

2)
3)

4)
5)

6)

7)

These are the insights we get from testing and user interviews.
In general, strawman method naturally have texts that are in the same sentence
connected because texts are read topdown. In this sense, connecting text boxes
is a necessity instead of a plus to our method, as ranking text by saliency
disturbs the default topdown order.
Users do need text location descriptions for some of the images.
No participants comment anything about the order of texts, so he order of the
texts may not matter that much to participants. Or the result is more
subconscious.
All the users expect to hear viewpoint of an image which is rarely provided by
any method.
Users are more willing to know what the texts functions here/express as a whole
than what the texts actually are, as the latter one provides too much detailed
information that users don’t care about.
Users do expect to hear all the objects in the image. For each object, they expect
to hear the relative positions of objects and the sizes of objects. It’s one major
reason when a person rates a method low.
Participants may get bored listening to a long description, even if it’s a human
description. So we need to filter the texts instead of reading all of them. One
possible way to do that is:
a. Select texts that have confidence greater than 0.6
b. Select texts that are larger than 15 pixels (Assume these are texts that
human eyes can see)
c. Select texts that have higher saliency (These are texts that humans
usually pay attention to)
We may do user testing to let users rate which text boxes are important in one
image.

5. Future plan
Our tests are mostly done with friends, so next step we need largescale testing.
All of our user tests are done by nonvisuallyimpaired people. Though we try to
simulate a scenario of being visuallyimpaired in our experiments, it would give more
insights if there are real experiments with the visuallyimpaired. This would help to adapt
the method to what visuallyimpaired people are expecting from image description.

Another thing to be worked on could be recognizing contexts. Current methods
still need refinements and new methods can be developed to improve the performance.
The mechanism we designed still has many limitations as reflected by users’
feedback. It is not comparable to human description in that the way of narration is not
natural and the information provided is discrete even if it’s rich. One major difference
from human description is that even through machinegenerated description covers all
necessary objects and texts in scene, it couldn’t tell users the semantics of the
objects/texts in the scene. The automatic acquirement of implications from recognized
objects/texts can be one direction of future research.
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Appendix A: 
Strawman Test Cases
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7w0D7Ud5iUxfmRWSkFrcm1zcGNtZ0JfdV
VSQ1hsNUhjSzR6T3FxN1RrVW82SXZ3a3dfU2s
1) COCO_train2014_000000150367

Strawman:
A breakfast plate with bacon, pancakes, bananas and blackberries.
MacDonald's
MAPLE
SYRUP
Our method:
This is a scene in dining room or restaurant or bar. A breakfast plate with bacon, pancakes,
bananas and blackberries.
MacDonald's is completely over bottle.
Maple Syrup is completely over bottle.
Human Description:
This is a scene of food on a table. There is a plastic bottle with “MacDonald’s” and “Maple
Syrup” written on it. There is a cup next to it. And in front of them is a plate with banana,
pancacke, bacon and raspberry on it.

Test 1:
method: Strawman
User rating (compared to human description): 8
After showing the image to the participant, he was not surprised and the image is similar to what
he thought.
Rating for human description: 10
Rating for Strawman: 10
The strawman method did not describe anything about the cup.
Test 2:
method: Strawman
User rating (compared to human description): 9

The first method is shorter and thus clearer.
After showing the image to the participant, she is surprised because she expects brighter scene
color and an entire banana.
Rating for human description: 8
Rating for Strawman: 8

2) COCO_train2014_000000192835

Strawman:
A man holds a laptop that has a message about Barack Obama written on its screen.
BARACK OBAMA
BUILT YOU A
ROBOT
Our method:
This is a scene in study room. A man holds a laptop that has a message about Barack Obama
written on its screen.
Barack Obama built you a robot is completely over laptop.
Human Description:
There is a guy holding a laptop sitting on a sofa. The laptop shows “Barack Obama built you a
robot”.
Test 1:
method: our method
User Rating (compared to human description): 7
The participant commented that both human description and our method sound unclear to him.
He is confused at what the text “Barack Obama built you a robot” means.
After showing the image to the participant, he was surprised at the text and its position.
Rating for human description: 5

Rating for our method: 4
Test 2:
method: strawman
User Rating (compared to human description):9
Because strawman does not describe if the guy is sitting or standing.
After the participant sees the image, she was very surprised. She thought the guy was sitting
with his back facing us instead of showing the laptop to us.
Rating for human description: 7
Rating for strawman: 6
Test 3:
method: our method
User Rating (compared to human description):8
Expects to hear sofa which is not mentioned in the method.
After the participant sees the image, she was not surprised, but she expects to hear “thumb up”,
which expresses the emotion/attitude of the man.
Rating for human description: 9
Rating for our method: 9
Our method reads:
This is a scene in study room. A man holds a laptop that has a message about Barack Obama
written on its screen.
Over the laptop, there is text "Barack Obama built you a robot"

3) COCO_train2014_000000193479

Strawman method:
A bus that is big moving on the street.
BLACK WHIT
THE
WARTIME

LONDON
WINGSWCTORY
r Al
83
Our method:
This is a scene on street. A bus that is big moving on the street.

r Al 83 is completely over bus.
WINGSVICTORY is completely over bus.
THE WARTIME LONDON is completely over bus.
Black WHITE is completely over bus.
Human description example:
A red doubledeck bus is driving down the street. There are a lot of advertisements painted on
its sides and back. For example, there are “LET’S GO WingsVictory”, “The Wartime London
Tour”, “Black White”, “Wrigley’s”. The license of the bus is FXT183.
Test 1:
method: our method
User rating (compared to human description): 4
The participant commented that the texts and the way to say them are confusing.
After showing the image to the participant, he is not surprised at all except the orientation of the
bus.
Rating for human description: 9
Rating for our method: 4
Test 2:
method: strawman
User rating (compared to human description): 3
Because the strawman description is not clear and she did not understand.
Rating for human description: 9
Rating for strawman: 3
Test 3:
method: our method
Hear the description twice and ask for clarification.
Expect to hear “red doubledeck bus”
User rating (compared to human description): 7
After see the image, she is a bit surprised. The bus is smaller (in contrast to “big” in description)
and cuter than she thought. She wants to hear information about viewpoint.
Rating for human description: 9
Rating for our method: 7

Our method reads:
This is a scene on street. A bus that is big moving on the street.

Over bus, there is text: “r Al 83”.
Over bus, there is text: “
WINGS
VI
CTORY”.
Over bus, there is text: “
THE WARTIME LONDON”.
Over bus, there is text: “
Black WHIT
E”
.
4) COCO_train2014_000000399095

Strawman:
A female soldier grabbing a banana at a convenience store.
Fresh
Fruit
79G
Our method:
This is a scene in supermarket. A female soldier grabbing a banana at a convenience store.
Fresh fruit is completely over tv. 79G is completely over tv.
Human description:
A female soldier is grabbing a banana at a convenience store. The board next to her says
“Fresh Fruit 79 cents”.
Test 1:
method: strawman
User rating (compared to human description): 9
The participant thinks the human description is better because he didn’t get the information
“board” from our description.
After showing the image to the participant, he thinks the image is similar to what he thought.
Rating for human description: 10
Rating for Strawman: 9
Test 2:

method: strawman
User rating: 9
Because the human description shows that the texts are on the board.
After seeing the image, the participant thinks the image is similar except that the soldier looks
different.
Rating for human description: 10
Rating for strawman:9
Test 3:
method: our method
The participant hears our methods twice.
Strange to hear “TV”
User rating: 6
After seeing the image, the participant is a bit surprised. No description reflects there are a
bunch of soldiers buying stuff.
Rating for human description: 8
Rating for our method: 6
Our method reads:
This is a scene in supermarket. A female soldier grabbing a banana at a convenience store.
Over TV, there is text “Fresh fruit”.
Over TV, there is text “79G”.

5) COCO_train2014_000000201123

Strawman method:
A big airplane parked at the airport and a truck near it.
N623AS
E INTERNATIONAL GROUP 7445
Our method:

This is a scene at airport. A big airplane parked at the airport and a truck near it.
E INTERNATIONAL GROUP 7445 is completely over truck
N623AS is completely over airplane
Human description example:
A airplane with number N623AS of Alaska Airline is parking in the lot. By its side is a long airport
transportation truck numbered 7445 with “...E International Group” painted on its side.
Test 1:
method: Strawman
User rating (compared to human description): 5
The participant commented that the human description is far better than the strawman as it
provides more texts and their meanings.
After showing the image to the participant, the participant commented that neither methods
gave the information about the human picture on the plane.
Rating for human description: 8
Rating for Strawman: 4
Test 2:
method: our method
User rating: 7
Too many texts connecting together and makes it unclear. Better to put the location of the texts
first, and then the text. Like “On the truck, it shows ‘...’”.
Rating for human description: 10
Rating for our method: 7
Test 3:
method: Strawman
Not know what the texts mean in the strawman description
User rating (compared to human description): 6
After showing the image to the participant, the participant is not quite surprised, but the truck is
larger than she thought.
Rating for human description: 8
Rating for Strawman: 6

6) COCO_train2014_000000196981

Strawman method:
A baby and a yellow curious George book.
Neighborhood
LA
Our method:
This is a scene in bedroom. A baby and a yellow curious George book.
Neighborhood is completely over book
LA is completely over book
Human description example:
A baby is lying on bed, reading a yellow cartoon book named “Curious George’s Neighborhood
A LifttheFlap Adventure”. The cover of the book is drawn with a monkey lifting up the flap of a
box and looking into the box which contains a dog.
Test 1:
method: Our method
User rating (compared to human description): 3
The participant commented that he is lost starting at “Neighborhood..” in human description.
After showing the image to the participant, the participant is not surprised but curious to see the
title of the book.
Rating for human description: 8
Rating for our method: 3
Test 2:
method: strawman
User rating: 6
Because the first method does not tell us the pose of the baby, standing, lying or others, and
does not tell us where the text is.
After seeing the image, the participant thinks better if we tell her where we are looking from. For
this image, she does not know that we are looking at the baby’s feet.

Rating for human description: 9
Rating for strawman: 6
Test 3:
method: strawman
Hear twice
User rating: 6
Because the first method does not tell us the pose of the baby, standing, lying or others, and
does not tell us where the text is.
After seeing the image, the participant is not surprised.
Rating for human description: 9
Rating for strawman: 6

7) COCO_train2014_000000305635

Strawman method:
There are two frozen pizzas on the oven.
The following texts are in the image:
1st text: 400
2nd text: Newt
3rd text: PEPPERONI PIZZA
Our method:
This is a scene in kitchen. There are two frozen pizzas on the oven.
400 is completely over oven.
Newt is completely over oven.
PEPPERONI PIZZA is completely over oven.
Human description example:
We’re looking in front of an oven. Two frozen pizzas and two boxes are placed on the oven.
One box says it has pepperoni pizza from Tony’s Crispy Crust, and the other box says it has
supreme pizza from Tony’s Crispy Crust.

Test 1:
method: Our method
User rating (compared to human description): 6
The participant commented that “on” is not said clearly in machine speech.
After showing the image to the participant, the participant is a little surprised as he was
expecting to see more cooked pizzas and temperature on thermometer.
Rating for human description: 10
Rating for our method: 6
Test 2:
method: strawman
User rating: 8
Because she does not know the position of the texts.
The actual image is similar to what she imagined.
Rating for human description: 10
Rating for our method: 8
Test 3:
method: strawman
User rating: 6
Question: Is the oven on?
After seeing the image, she thinks the scene doesn’t make sense because boxes are placed on
oven. She expects to see box contains pizza.
Rating for human description: 7
Rating for strawman method: 6

8) COCO_train2014_000000395340

Strawman method:
A boat on a river that says Fearless on the back.
SURBAN PIRATI

4103214370%:Ertaapirafes.com
FEARLESS
Our method:
This is a scene near or on water. A boat on a river that says Fearless on the back.
4103214370%:Ertaapirafes.com is completely over boat.
SURBAN PIRATI is completely over boat.
FEARLESS is completely over boat.
Human description example:
A red boat named Fearless is sailing on water near riverbank. It has advertisement that says:
URBAN PIRATES 4103278378 urbanpirates.com on its back, and Jolly Rogers are flagged.
Test 1:
method: Strawman
User rating (compared to human description): 2
The participant commented that he hardly understands what the texts are.
The participant asked us questions to get more details about the image. Like “How big is the
boat?”.
After showing the image to the participant, he was a little surprised because he didn’t get any
information about “pirates”.
Rating for human description: 5
Rating for Strawman: 2
Test 2:
method: our method
User rating: 9
The participant listened to our method twice, because all the words are connected together and
she could not hear clearly at the first time.
After seeing the image, the participant thinks it would be better if we could tell her that we are
looking at the boat’s back.
Rating for human description: 10
Rating for our method: 9
Test 3:
method: our method
Text is confusing.
Not mention the name of the boat is “Fearless”.
The participant asks what “Jolly Roger” means.
User rating: 6
After seeing the image, the participant thinks it is larger than she thought.
Rating for human description: 8
Rating for our method: 6

Our method:
This is a scene near or on water. A boat on a river that says Fearless on the back.
Over boat, there is text “4103214370%:Ertaapirafes.com”.
Over boat, there is text “SURBAN PIRATI”.
Over boat, there is text “FEARLESS”.

9) COCO_train2014_000000141302

Strawman method:
A junkhauling truck full of miscellaneous items, such as a metal boat and a lawn chair.
The following texts are in the image:
CAUTION FREQUENTI
STOPPIN VEHICLE
Our method:
This is a scene on street. A junkhauling truck full of miscellaneous items, such as a metal boat
and a lawn chair.
CAUTION FREQUENTI STOPPING VEHICLE is completely over truck.
Human description example:
We see the back of a pickup. The pickup has a lot of stuff on its back, such as sailing boat and
chair, tied up with the pickup with ropes. There’s words: CAUTION FREQUENTLY STOPPING
VEHICLE painted in red on the back of the pickup.
Test 1:
method: Strawman
User rating (compared to human description): 1
The participant listened to the strawman description several times but still couldn’t get
“junkhauling”, and thus hard to follow the whole sentence.

After showing the image to the participant, he thinks the truck is bigger than he thought, but is
mostly the same as the descriptions.
Rating for human description: 10
Rating for Strawman: 1
Test 2:
method: our method
User rating: 9
Similar to human description, except that human description tells her that we are looking from
the back.
The image is similar to what she thought.
Rating for human description: 10
Rating for our method: 9
Test 3:
method: Strawman
Ask what kind of truck/pickup
User rating (compared to human description): 8
After showing the image to the participant, she is a bit surprised. The pickup is larger than she
thought.
Rating for human description: 8
Rating for Strawman: 8

10) COCO_train2014_000000160614

Strawman method:
A man laying in bed with a book over his face.
WILLIAM
GIBSON
spook

Our method:
This is a scene in bedroom. A man laying in bed with a book over his face.
Over book, there is text WILLIAM GIBSON.
Over book, there is text spook.
Human description example:
A man is laying in bed and reading a book called “WILLIAM GIBSON spook country”, back
cover of which is a man’s picture.
Test 1:
method: Our method
User rating (compared to human description): 5
He commented that he expects to hear more details of book, even from human description. He
said even he can infer some information from the texts in our method, he is more willing to hear
clearly stated contexts of the texts.
After showing the image to the participant, he is a little bit surprised at the funny way the portrait
on back cover of book overlaps with the man’s head.
Rating for human description: 9
Rating for our method: 5
Test 2:
method: strawman
User rating: 10
The first method did not tell us the location of the text, but she could image that the text could
only be on the book.
The participant thinks the descriptions did not tell her that the face on the book overlaps with the
man’s face. That surprised her.
Rating for human description: 8
Rating for strawman: 8
Test 3:
method: Our method
User rating (compared to human description): 9
After showing the image to the participant, she is a bit surprised at quilt and the man’s picture,
but she thinks it’s coincidence.
Rating for human description: 9
Rating for our method: 9

11) COCO_train2014_000000033471

Strawman method:
A big bus is driving down a crowded street
The following texts are in the image:
COMPARABLE
PRIVILEGES
NOTHING COMPARES
www.rwmanlla.com
Leonidas Smith1866 2013
Our method:
This is a scene on street. A big bus is driving down a crowded street
COMPARABLE PRIVILEGES is completely over bus. 
www.rwmanlla.com
is completely over
bus. NOTHING COMPARES is completely over bus. Leonid's Smith 1866 2013.
Human description example:
We are looking at a street. A white bus is driving away from us along the street. There’s a large
red advertisement painted on the back of the bus. It advertises about a kind of card and says
Incomparable Privileges RWM Exclusives with contact information: 
www.rwmanila.com
Cal:
(02)9088833. Some cars are parking along sides of the street.
Test 1:
method: Our method
User rating (compared to human description): 6
The participant commented that he expects to hear more (understandable) details of bus in our
method, and thus the human description is far better.
After showing the image to the participant, he is not surprised.
Rating for human description: 10
Rating for our method: 6
Test 2:

method: strawman
User rating: 7
Because the first description did not tell her where the photo is taken from, like “the bus is
driving away”, and it does not tell her the location of the text. Also, human description first
describes the text and then say what it is.
Rating for human description: 10
Rating for strawman: 7
Test 2:
method: strawman
Don’t want to hear details of the advertisement. Just want to hear what kind of advertisement it
is.
User rating: 7
After seeing the image, the participant is not surprised at all.
Rating for human description: 7
Rating for strawman: 7

Appendix B
: ObjectScene Score
1.outdoor
1.1 street:
vehicle
bicycle＝4
car＝4
truck＝4
motorcycle＝4
bus＝10

outdoor
person
traffic light＝10 person＝1
stop sign＝10
parking meter＝
10
fire hydrant＝6
bench＝3

accessory
umbrella＝1.5

1.2 near water
vehicle
boat＝10

sports
surfboard＝10

1.3 park, grass, yard, garden
outdoor
bench＝3

sports
frisbee＝5
kite＝5

person
animal
person＝0.5 sheep＝6
horse＝6
cow＝6
dog＝5
bird＝5

accessory
backpack＝2
umbrella＝1

1.4 playground
outdoor

sports

person

accessory

bench＝2

frisbee＝2
person＝0.5
kite＝2
sports ball＝5
skateboard＝10

backpack＝2
umbrella＝1

1.5 sports court
outdoor
bench＝2

sports
person
tennis racket＝8person＝0.5
baseball bat＝8
sports ball＝8
baseball glove
＝8

accessory
backpack＝2
umbrella＝1

1.6 on snow
sports
person
skis＝9
person＝1
snowboard＝9

1.7 zoo
animal
bear＝10
giraffe＝10
zebra＝10
elephant＝10

2. indoor
2.1 kitchen
food
sandwich＝3

indoor
scissors＝3

apple＝3
hot dog＝3
banana＝3
donut＝3
carrot＝5
orange＝3
cake＝3
broccoli＝5
pizza＝3

appliance
refrigerator ＝
10
toaster＝10
oven＝10
microwave＝10
sink＝5

kitchen
fork＝2
cup＝2
bowl＝2
spoon＝2
bottle＝2
wine＝2
glass＝2
knife＝2

2.2 dining room/restaurant/bar
food
sandwich＝6
apple＝6
hot dog＝6

indoor
vase＝2
clock＝1

furniture
kitchen
dining table＝10fork＝2
chair＝3
cup＝2
bowl＝2

banana＝6
donut＝6
carrot＝6
orange＝6
cake＝6
broccoli＝6
pizza＝6

spoon＝2
bottle＝2
wine＝2
glass＝2
knife＝2

2.3 restroom/bathroom
indoor
hair drier＝5
toothbrush＝5

furniture
toilet＝10

appliance
sink＝5

furniture
couch＝10

food
apple＝2
banana＝2
orange＝2

furniture
couch＝3
chair＝3
potted plant＝3

electronic
laptop＝8
keyboard＝8
mouse＝8

furniture
bed＝10
couch＝4
chair＝3

accessory
tie＝1
handbag＝1
backpack＝1
umbrella＝1
suitcase＝1

2.4 living room
indoor
clock＝1
vase＝2

2.5 study room
indoor
clock＝1
book＝5

2.6 bedroom
indoor
clock＝1
teddy bear＝6

2.7 airport
vehicle
airplane＝10

accessory
suitcase＝3

2.8 bus/train station
vehicle
bus＝5
train＝5

accessory
suitcase＝2
handbag＝2
backpack＝2

outdoor
bench＝3

electronic
remote＝8
tv＝8

